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PROGRAM DOINGS 

ANNUAL MEETING OF SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE OF STATE 
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS was held in Jackson, Mississippi, on March 29th and 
30th. Representing the South Carolina Program were D . C . Mason, Board Member 
from Charleston , and William J. McCord, Educational Director. 

This conference is made up of the various state programs in Region IV of the 
National Institute of Mental Health and includes South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, 
Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee. Key representatives of their state programs 
and Region JV of the National Institute of Mental Hea lth meet annually to discuss 
projects, problems and plans which are of mutual interest. The program in Jackson 
included four sessions on status and development of programs for the admission of 
alcoholics to general hospitals, and the educational process and its applicability to an 
alcoholism education program. 

The South Carolina Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program will serve as host to the 
group in March of 1962 for its next annual meeting. 

SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE to the First Annual Southeastern Summer 
School of Alcohol Studies. This school is sponsored by the South Carolina Alco
holic Rehabilitation Program and the other state alcoholism programs in Region 
IV of United States Public Health Service. The school will be held from August 1-6 
at Millsaps College, Jackson Mississippi. The school was set up to furnish a broad 
educational experience on alcohol and alcoholism to both lay and professional 
persons. Groups which will receive special attention at this first session are: (]) 
public school education; (2) welfare social workers; (3) vocational rehabilitation 
counselors; (4) nurses; (5) ministers; and (6) volunteer workers and others as regis
tration will determine. 

The school will carry graduate credit if the participant desires it. Outstanding 
authorities in the field will serve as faculty members. 

Enrollment is limited to twenty-three persons from each state. Scholarships 
also are limited . Persons interested in attending the school should immediately con
tact this program . 

CHARLESTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM officials visited Durham Coun
cil on Alcoholism on April 8 to study their program and to share their experience in 
organization. Mr. Tom Carree, local chairman, along with Mr. Neil McDaid of the 
Council were accompanied to Durham by William J. McCord of the State Program 
to gain insight into some of the problems and projects which the Durham Council 
on Alcoholism had found in setting up their Information Center. 

The Charleston Council on Alcoholism is now making plans to set up an In
formation Center in that city. This local group has been the most active in this 
state and was organized from the Mayor's Committee on Alcoholism. 

MARCH-APRIL, 1961 
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THE PHYSICIAN 
AND 

THE ALCOHOLIC 
Walter R. Mead, M. D., 

Chairman, S. C. Alcoholic Rehabilitation Board 

The medical problems inh erent in chronic alcoholism have Long fail
ed to provoke enthusiastic response from physicians. This is due in 
part to instinctive attitudes of doctors and in part to disappointing past 
experiences with alcoholics. The conception of chronic alcoholism as 
a disease has been accepted reluctantly, sometimes with tongue in cheek. 
The roll of alcohol as an anesthetic is emphasized. Newer m ethods of 
treatment provide a much more effective approach to some of the 
more troublesome aspects of this great and growing public health 
problem . 

(Reprinted by Permission from Journal of the S . C. Medical Association) 

The medical profession has always 
been reluctant to grapple with the prob
lems which are inherent in alcoholism. 
Physicians have long given lip service 
to the idea that a lcoholism is a disease 
and that the alcoholic is a sick person, 
but the vast majority of the profession 
lacks any enthusiasm for engaging in 
work with alcoholics, either in treatment 
of the individual victim or in the broad
er attack on the public health problem 
which alcoholism has now become. 

The reasons for such reluctance are 
not hard to find. In general those rea
sons fall into two categories-first, the 
instinctive attitude of the doctor toward 
the alcoholic and his problems and sec
ond, the state of mind engendered by dis
appointing results in the treatment of 
alcoholics. 
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Physicians generally reflect the think
ing and attitudes of the society in which 
they operate, and a very large segment 
of society looks on the alcoholic as an 
object of contempt and ridicule. Most 
of us enjoy our moderate use of alcohol 
as a social lubr.icant. Our restraint in its 
use gives up a sense of superiority over 
the individual who cannot control bis 
drinking. By comparison he is a weak
ling, lacking in both judgment and self
control. Inst inctively we class him with 
the other socially unacceptable and medi 
cally uninteresting patients. It is prob
ably not surprising that physicians should 
lag behind the clergy in their whole
hearted acceptance of the Christian doc
trine of the brotherhood of man . "There, 
but for the grace of God, go I" be
comes instead-"What a pity -and he had 
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such tremendous possibilities." Nor is it 
fair to stigmatize the medical profession 
alone for their failure to apply the fun
damental Christian principle in relation
ship to the alcoholic-a great many 
clergymen have adopted the same at
titude. 

Then, too, it must be remembered 
that physicians are individualists. They 
are at their best as solo performers, not 
as members of a team. And teamwork 
is the keynote in working with alcoholics. 
Clergymen, counsellors and laymen in 
Alcoholics Anonymous with their va
ried skills and differing approaches are 
all essential to any long range program 
of rehabilitation of the alcoholic . A phy
sician accustomed to having his opinions 
respected and advice followed implicitly 
by his patients is due for a rude awaken
ing when he expects such response from 
his alcoholic patient. The addictive drink
er will listen to and agree with the dire 
predictions his physician presents but his 
subsequent behavior leads inevitably to 
the conclusion that he heard not a word 
that was said to him, or hearing it, re
acted in the manner so characteristic of 
the alcoholic-"It can't happen to me." 

Perhaps there is in most of us a bit 
of the sadist. That regrettable trait 
cames to the front when we encounter an 
alcoholic who fails to take our consider
ed advice and continue to drink even aft
er we have pointed out to him that al
cohol is responsible for his difficulties 
with his work, with his family, and with 
his health. It is difficult, in such cir
cumstances, to refrain from the caustic 
comments which such conduct would 
seem to justify. But there are several 
reasons why the physician should curb 
his impulse to administer a tongue-lash
ing. In the first place his own compo
sure takes a severe beating; secondly, he 
seriously jeopardizes his chances of ever 
retaining the confidence of the alcoholic 
who has already been kicked around to 
the limit of endurance; and finally, the 
patient, confused as he is by what the 
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A.A.s call "Alcoholic thinking", is in no 
way able to accept correction and reacts 
with resentment. This failure of the al 
coholic to heed advice based on perfectly 
obvious reasons is not due so much to 
his innate contrariness as to actual im
pairment of frontal lobe brain function . 
recognizable as Bennett' has shown, by 
significant changes from the normal in 
the electroencephalogram patterns. 

Bitter experience has taught most doc
tors that the alcoholic can rarely be 
handled successfully at home . The pat
ience of his long suffering family has 
been so thoroughly exhausted that they 
either submit to his judgment about 
needing another drink or badger him into 
more extravagant displays of abnormal 
behavior to attain his objective of obli 
vion. What is the doctor to do then 
when he knows he is licked before he 
starts if he has to use home treatment'! 
Too many hospitals have imposed such 
restrictions about admission of alcoholics 
that they can only enter by subterfuge 
or at prohibitive expense. The commer
cial drying out establishments offer no 
solution other than a temporary and ex
pensive surcease from the annoyance of 
the alcoholic's unpredictable behavior. lt 
is not remarkable that, in such circum
stances, most doctors prefer to steer clear 
of any commitment in the treatment of 
the alcoholic. 

The recognition of alcoholism as a dis
ease would seem to place it in such a dis
tinctive category that the full and com
plete cooperation of the medical profes
sion would be enlisted unquestioningly. 
But such is not the case. In the first 
place there are many who challenge the 
statement that it is a disease-they say 
this terminology is being used so that 
the constructive attitude which is enter
tained toward the sick can be extended to 
cover a difficult social problem. Then 
there is the matter of professional pride 
-physicians, not laymen , have tradi 
tionally laid the ground rules for any 
new disease. Ip the case of alcoholism 
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the moving spirits have been laymen 
rather than physicians. 

As far back as 1804, Thomas Trotter. 
an Edinburgh physician, had proclaimed 
in a widely read essay, that chronic 
drunkenness was a disease. But the 
clergy of that day regarded him as a 
poacher on their private preserves . Sal
vation of the village tosspot was the 
privilege of the men of the cloth who, if 
they failed to reform him, could always 
use him as a whipping boy. To explain 
chronic drunkenness on a physical basis 
rather than as a manifestation of the de
pravity of man was, in those days, close
ly akin to heresy. While such ideas are 
not as universally held now, they still 
color the thinking of many zealots in the 
fight against the use of beverage alcohol. 

Throughout the 19th century in this 
country there were occasional abortive 
efforts to establish some institutions 
where alcoholism could be treated but 
no real progress toward accepting the 
alcoholic into the ranks of the simply 
sick was made until after the first World 
War. The impetus for this somewhat 
revolutionary idea came largely from 
two sources, the Laboratory for Applied 
Physiology in connection with Yale Uni
versity and the enthusiastic membership 
of a new and vital organization known 
as Alcoholics Anonymous. Both of these 
began to sway public opinion in the ear
ly '30's and in 1946 the 158th General 
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in 
the United States formally recognized the 
proposition that after drinking had pass
ed a certain point, alcoholism is a dis
ease and that thereafter drinking cannot 
be controlled by mere resolution on the 
part of the drinker. 

This was a big break-through, but 
however learned this august body of the 
Presbyterian Church might be, its concept 
of what constitutes the earmarks of a 
disease would hardly satisfy the more ex
acting criteria of the medical profession. 
Somewhat belatedly and with consider
able nudging from non-medical groups 
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South Carolina Alcoholic Rehabilitation 
Board. A long time resident of Flor
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past three decades. Through his lead 
ership, McLeods Infirmary became one 
of the first general hospitals to accept 
alcoholics as routine patients in the en
tire southeast. 

Dr. Mead is a graduate of Yale Uni
versity and Cornell Medical School. Af
ter serving his internship and residency 
at Bellevue Hospital in New York, he 
came to Florence and McLeods Infir
mary, where he has served ever since . 

Dr. Mead has long been recognized as 
an outstanding leader in the field of al
coholism , both professionally and per
sonally. He serves as Senior Warden at 
St. John's Episcopal Church in Florence . 

organized medicine has come to take its 
stand unreservedly with the proponents 
of the disease theory. But every physi
cian is not thereby compelled to sub
scribe to it and many will continue to 
have doubts about the true classification 
of this vast problem with its manifold 
etiological factors, protean symptomato · 
logy and confusion of techniques for 
treatment. Even the doubters, however, 
will have to admit that only since the 
disease conception of alcoholism has 
taken root has there been any real ad
vance in its therapy. 

Alcohol, like ether, is primarily an 
anesthetic. Its administration, as in the 
case of ether, is attended by an initial 
period of excitement, later followed by 

a period of varying degrees of anesthe 
sia. Then, as the agent is withdrawn, the 
excitation reappears. Alcoholic euphoria, 
somnolence, stupor and hangover have 
their counterparts in the stages of ether 
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anesthesia. Ether is used to prevent and 
relieve physical pain; the anesthetic prop
erties of alcohol are employed chiefly for 
the relief of mental pain. 

Mental pain takes many forms-frus
trations, intolerance for anxiety or ten
sion, feelings of isolation, suspicion, feel
ings of inferiority, fears of a ll sorts, dis
appointments. A low threshold for men
tal pain is a personality characteristic of 
the majority of persons who become ad
dicted to alcohol. And for them alcohol 
works. It may destroy his career, his 
marriage, his health-for relief of his im 
mediate menta l pain nothing works as 
quickly or as consistently. And no anes
thetic or tranquilizer has a more disturb
ing aftermath. There is no evidence that 
alcoholism can develop in the absence of 
some mental or emotional disability. 
When that disability vanishes, temporar
ily to be sure, under the effects of al
cohol, the stage is set for the initiation of 
another victim into the burgeoning ranks 
of the addictive drinkers. There are al
ready over five million of them in this 
country. 

Treatment of the chronic alcoholic is 
undergoing constant change. Many ap
proaches have been advocated. Each has 
had some brilliant results but in all can
dor it must be admitted that the failures 
fa r outnumber the successes. To make 
treatment in some form available to the 
alcoholic is still one of the major chal
lenges to the medical profession. That 
it has not been met as wholeheartedly as 
other public hea lth problems is under
standable but with more and more hos
pitals accepting alcoholics as patients and 
with ever more effective means of con .. 
trolling the acute phases of this chronic 
illness, definite headway is being made. 
The introduction of such tranquilizers as 
prom azine, chlorpromazine and trifluo
perazine has given physicians much more 
effective aids for the drying-out period . 
The possible benefits of hypnosis in cre
ating aversion to alcohol are beginning 
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to be reported." Disulfiram (Antabuse) 
has already proved itself an effective de
terrent, especially where the assistance of 
a third party, the employer or the spouse, 
can be enlisted to ensure the uninterrupt
ed administration of the drug. 

To regard the completion of the dry
ing-out period as the end of the physi
cian's responsibility to his alcoholic pa• 
tient is to miss a singular opportunity 
for starting him on the road to arresting 
his otherwise progressive disease. A 
cursory warning to avoid liquor in the 
future is about as effective as telling the 
diabetic to cut out sugar. Such cavalier 
dismissal might be excusable with the 
skid-row alcoholic but it must be remem
bered that these constitute about 5% of 
the problem drinkers. The phenomenally 
effective efforts of A. A. are available 
in almost every community for follow-up 
and many state sponsored programs fo, 
long term rehabilitation are in operation 
or planned for the near future. 

No worker in the field of alcoholism 
has any illusion about the success of the 
present approaches to this great public 
health problem. Indeed, many have con
cluded that the eventual control of al
coholism will be found in the realm of 
prevention rather than treatment. Here 
we have two choices-a quickened pub
lic comprehension of the causes, symp
toms and essential nature of the disease 
or the abolition of alcohol. With respect 
to this last terrifying possibility Berton 
Roueche 3 in a recent issue of The New 
Yorker quotes St. John Chrysostom in 
whose Homilies written in the 4th cen
tury appeared this pertinent observation 
-"I hear many cry, 'Would there were 
no wine! 0 folly! 0 madness!' Is it the 
wine that causes the abuse? No (For) 
if you say, 'Would there were no wine! ' 
because of drunkards, then you must say, 
going on by degrees, 'Would there were 
no night! ' because of the thieves, 
'Would there were no light!' because of 

(Continued on page 16) 
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Before the nurse cw, hope to be met IVith success in 1Vorking with alcoholics, she 
must first examine her OIVn attitudes and their subsequent 

relationship to the patient . 

//lc,A,li,,n /Ind 'J1u,-Jin9 
By Margaret Cork 

(Condensed IVith permission of Canadian Public Health Journal) 

Since no other professiona l group has 
the same natural opportunity to be in 
contact with the alcoholics as the nurse. 
the question then arises as to why nurses 
have been unable to contribute signifi 
cantly to tbe treatment or control of the 
illness alcholism. The answer, l believe, 
lies in three factors: (I) the nature of 
this illness; (2) the resistance to sharing 
the treatment with other professions; 
(3) the fears, prejudices and other nega
tive feelings often unrecognized or un 
conscious which affect nurses no less 
than the majority of our population. 

In what way is alcoholism different 
from other illnesses? To begin with, 
there is no textbook definition of etiology 
or of treatment; there are no wonder 
drugs and no sure controls; there is no 
well-defined pain or diseased area, and 
the course of the disease shows about as 
many variations as there are patients. 
The alcoholic is sick socially, emotional 
ly, and spiritually, long before there are 
any chronic physica l conditions. Like 
the diabetic, he is up and around , ex
cept in the acute phases, often carrying 
on successfully at home, and in business, 
but with the significant difference that 
for many years he refuses to recognize 
and to admit to ill-health. He must oft
en Jose family, friends and job before 
he accepts the need for treatment. In 
what other illness are there so many un
predictable relapses? In what other ill
ness must the patient, in order to get 
well, give up the one anesthetic which 
can dull the pain of his suffering? 
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Do Nurses Understand? 
We a ll know that medicine has come 

far in understanding and treating the 
whole person in relation to most dis
eases, but J wonder if something has not 
prevented the nurse from app lying this 
concept to the treatment of alcoholism '' 
How well do you really know the person 
who is afflicted? How readily can you 
accept him, not as you feel he should be 
but as be really is? Can you see behind 
the facade of drinking and pseudo-well 
ness to the fearful, defensive, compulsive 
person whose behavior is different , 
though often only in degree, from that 
of other sick people? How able are you 
to accept and understand emotionally, as 
well. as intellectually, that the lying, the 
broken promises, the irresponsibility and 
th e rationalization of the need to con
tinue on the path to se lf-destruction, are 
just as symptomatic of the illness as the 
excessive consumption of alcohol? Have 
you, like many others, come to know a 
lot about alcoholism but experience diffi
cu lty in applying it to your efforts to 
help the alcoholic? Can you relate to 
him as though you rea lly understood the 
limitations of his sick personality, or do 
you act as though all his problems would 
be solved if you could compel him , or 
persuade him to stay away from alcohol? 

The second factor which would seem 
to be influencing the nurse's contribution 
to the problem, is the seemi ng inability 
of all service professions to work effec
tively together on a long-term basis to
ward a common goal. To be sure, doc-
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tors and nurses have worked together in 
a particular relationship since the begin
ning of professional nursing, but perhaps 
this very fact has made it more difficult 
for the nurse to share treatment with 
others whose field has not primarily been 
treatment of disease . 

Working Together 

From knowledge of the disease a lco
holism and of the alcoholic personality, 
I feel that no one professional group 
alone can treat a sufficient number of 
alcoholics to make an appreciable in
road on the size of the problem today. 
Out of each individual profession's fail
ures to help the alcoholic and from the 
experience of the shared approach of the 
clinic team, it is my belief that only as 
a ll those who are in contact with the al
coholic can see themselves as members 
of a community team will we begin to 
control this illness effectively. Just as 
the clinic team works together, each 
member bringing particular skills to the 
problems of rehabilitating an alcoholic, 
so can the nurse in the community share 
with clergy, lawyers, teachers, employers, 
recreation workers, personnel workers, 
psychologists, doctors, and social work
ers, the problem of treating the a lcoholic 
and of carrying out a program of sec
ondary prevention. 

This means that there must come into 
being a greater professional maturity on 
the part of all service professions; there 
must be a new awareness of individual 
roles and limitations; a giving up of 
some of the old competitiveness and riv
alries, and a gaining of a new tolerance 
for the skills and quality of service of
fered by complementary professions; 
and last, but not least-it implies a free
dom for the possessiveness we have all 
experienced and exemplified by the term 
"my patient." 

In spite of our increased knowledge 
there are still many in the service pro
fessions who will react to the alcoholic 
with intolerance, impatience, and a mor-

alizing or punitive attitude. The a lco
holic, however, can be helped to handle 
this reality if he is prepared beforehand 
and given your support to face it. 

An important aspect of this teamwork 
is a new awareness of the patient's right 
to share in any plans for his treatment. 
Too long have we shown our disrespect 
for him as a person by denying him the 
opportunity to decide when he will be 
referred and what information will be 
shared about him . Another "must" for 
working together is a sense of responsi
bility for interpretation to friends, col
leagues and families of alcoholism, we 
will not succeed very quickly in chang
ing public opinion , in building up new 
attitudes towards the illness, without 
which no effective control is likely to 
lake place in the immediate future . 

Know Thyself 
So much for a way of working to

gether. What of my third point, your 
own attitudes? Just as I have stressed the 
importance of knowing the person who 
is ill , so is it equally important to know 
oneself in relation to this illness. I refer 
here to the often unrecognized feelings 
and reactions to drunkenness, to exces
sive drinking, and to the great depend
ency of the alcoholic. Unless you rec
ognize that you have feelings, begin to 
understand them , and learn how to cope 
with them, your ability to help the alco
holic will be severely limited. 

Some Prejudice Inherited 
Most of you inherited or acquired a 

relative degree of conflict, prejudice, and 
misconception about the use of alcohol. 
There is little in your training that helps 
you to lose or work through ·this, but in 
order to work successfully with alcoholics 
a degree of tolerance, of objectivity, must 
be achieved about other people's use of 
alcohol and you must have found a com
fortable solution to your own use of it. 
Unless you do, you will almost inevitabl y 
bring to your relationship a bias and 
variety of reactions and feelings to which 
the a lcoholic will react in a negative way. 
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You may consciously or unconsciously 
look down on him, moralize or punish; 
you may consider him stupid because he 
cannot drink as others do, or weak
willed because he cannot leave it alone . 
His drunkenness may cause you to react 
with disgust or fear, and thus you will 
reject him as surely as though you had 
turned your back on his appeal for help. 
Some nurses may be able to relate to the 
alcoholic when there is oppo'rtunity to 
really "nurse" him, but once he is up and 
on his feet the negative feelings and pre
judices begin to operate and there is little 
sympathy for his continuing, often in
creased, state of suffering as he strug
gles again to face life as an adult with 
the handicap of emotional immaturity, 
and without his comforting self-medica
tion. 

Often the great dependency of the al
coholic is a greater hurdle for those 
working with him than the excessive 
drinking bouts. We all know that healthy 
emotional growth comes from the qual
ity of love received from infancy on. 
Many alcoholics suffered from an experi
ence of too much or too little love in 
childhood, and so have been arrested in 
their emotional growth; others who were 
not so deprived regress as the disease 
progresses so that at the stage they come 
for treatment we see all of them as phy
sically and intellectually mature but emo
tionally immature people, with a tre
mendous, though varying degree of need 
for infantile satisfactions. 

Illness Brings Regression 
You who have nursed in hospitals can 

perhaps best understand and accept the 
regression which we all experience in 
some degree when we become ill. Much 
harder to recognize and accept are the 
more subtle aspects of dependency, seen 
in the alcoholic's inability to accept re
sponsibility, his tendency to give up eas
ily, his denial of need for help, his be
littling of dependency in others, his jeal
ousy, his impulsiveness, his reaction to 
authority, his over-talkativeness, his de-
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mandingness. Like the child, the alco
holic has a confused sense of his own 
worth, his dominant emotions are de
structive rather than constructive; he 
needs to project blame on to others; he 
has much sexual conflict; and last, but 
not least, he has constant difficulty in 
facing reality . 

His great dependency needs may 
threaten your own adjustment and you 
will react to him, in accordance with 
your own needs, by over-indulging him 
or by minimizing his needs. You may 
find it ego-satisfying to encourage his 
dependency or refuse him any, once he 
is over his drinking bout. Without un 
derstanding the dependency factor , your 
ability to help the alcoholic is limited. 

What, then, are some of the specifics 
of treatment? In most long-term illness
es, be they physical and/ or emotional , 
the relationship between the patient and 
the helping person is of great importance. 
In the treatment of alcoholism it is vital , 
and I would like to spend a few moments 
looking at the quality of the relation
ship which will most likely help the al
coholic. Above all he needs to see and 
to feel some of the steady, consistent, 
warm, loving qualities that the young 
child receives from its mother, and 
without which it cannot grow emotional
ly. While in no sense should we treat 
the alcoholic as a child, he must, like the 
child, be understood and accepted as an 
emotionally immature person with an 
expectation for growth related to and 
limited by where he is emotionally and 
what there is to build on . 

Such a relationship with the irrespon
sible, often defiant person who continual
ly needs to test you , is far from easy: 
It demands a high degree of integrity and 
inner security on the part of the nurse. 
It calls for infinite patience and a con
stant awareness of one's own feelings, so 
that they will not get in the way of 
what you are trying to do. It means you 
must know and feel his suffering, his 
fears , his loneliness, his discouragement, 
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and yet not over-ident ify with these or 
be impatient with him because he does 
not do the obvious or so-called normal 
things to get rid of these feelings. This 
does not imply that at times you will not 
have strong fee lings or that you cannot 
show concern , disappointment and even 
anger, so long as these are not directed 
aga inst the a lcoholic nor used primarily 
as an out let for your own needs. 

rmportant to your relationship with 
an alcoholic is an awareness that he is 
not only having to learn to take on new 
ways of coping with life, but he is having 
to give up many relatively satisfying or 
protective attitudes and ways of behav
ing, not least of which is giving up bis 
only means of escape from pain. 

Obviously the intensity of your rela
tionship will depend on whether or not 
you a re playing a major role in his ther
apy, and this in turn is colored by the de
mands of the tota l job, but the basic 
qua lities of the helpful relationship are 
essentia lly the same. While it may not 
be possible for a nurse in a particular 
setting to build up an intensive treat
ment rela tionship wi th the a lcoholic, 
time must be fou nd to establish sufficient 
positive relationship to refer him to the 
appropriate person on you r "commu
nity team"; to help him directly or in
directly to face some of his other prob
lems until he is ready to face his alco
ho lism. T his does not mean that the 
a lcoholism can be ignored or that it does 
not eventually have to be faced one way 
or another, but he may need to test you 
or learn to trust you before he can bring 
his problem out into the open. Often 
those helping an a lcoholic are so anx
ious that they are too direct; others never 
really free him to discuss the subject 
naturally. 

Prevention 
The nurse, like others worki ng with 

a lcoholics, should be concerned with and 
involved in primary prevention. One 
specific role of the nurse in prevention 
is that of enabl ing the wife and family 
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of an a lcoholic to find and use an ap
propriate source of help, while in general 
her role becomes a matter of doing what 
she can to strengthen the way of life for 
a ll fami lies in her com munity. This may 
be done directly or indirectly through 
counselling parents and enabling them to 
learn how to become emotionally strong 
enough to give their children the kind of 
love which wi ll help them to grow. 

Another aspect of prevention lies in 
the a rea of education. In your inform al 
day by day interpretat ion to alcoholics, 
to fam ilies, or other members of the 
community, it is important, as it is in 
any formal program of education, that 
you present the illness as one form of 
menta l ill health , one symptom of an 
individual's inability to face the realities 
of life. The more we isolate this illness 
the more we tend to increase the a lco
holic's sense of isola tion from his fellow 
man and increases the community's sense 
of the a lcoholic being a social outcast, 
of a lcoholism being something tha t 
could not happen to them. 

The nurse's role will vary with the 
setting in which she works, but a ll her 
efforts to rehabi litate the alcoholic 
should conta in e lements of treatment. 
direct or indirect, of education, and of 
prevention. While the intensity of her 
individual contact will often depend on 
the demands of her total job, it will more 
significantl y depend on the quality of the 
relationship she is able to establish with 
an a lcoholic or his fa mily. Although in
dividual nurses have in the past intuitive
ly worked successfully with the a lcoholic, 
it would seem as though the nursing 
profession as a whole, to date, has not 
brought the best of its proven skills and 
a bi Ii ties to understanding and coping 
wi th the problems of alcoholism . It is 
my conviction that without the inten
sive help of the nursing profession there 
will be no widespread success in the 
treatment and control of this illness 
which is seriously affecting the lives of 
so many of our fellow ci tizens. 
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THE 12 TRADITIONS 

This is one of a series of articles pre
pared and distributed by the General Ser
vice Office of Alcoholics Anonymous, 
New York, N. Y. 

The mythical "man in the streef' 
who knows how drunks behave even in 
their sober moments, often has occasion 
to wonder how the society of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, with more than 200,000 as
sorted ex-problem drinkers, ever man
ages to hang together. 

There is, however, no denying the fact 
that A.A. has flourished since its found
ing in 1935. Today there are appmxi
mately 7,500 local groups of men and 
women who "share their experience, 
strength and hope with each other, that 
they may solve their common problem 
and help others to recover from alcohol
ism." There are groups and "lone mem
bers" in more than 70 countries in near
ly every section of the globe. Each 
year sees several hundred new groups 
come into being. 

What keeps these once irresponsible, 
often "hopeless," people from being en
meshed in the kind of problems-social 
and organizational-that, from their 
very nature, other societies have to face? 

MARCH-APRIL, 1961 

The first most pertinent answer is that 
A.A. is not really an organization. There 
is no hierarchy, no government, even at 
the local level. There are no dues or 
fees , no rules or regulations. And no 
one, not even the oldest members (those 
with the longest period of sobriety) ever 
speak for the movement local ly, nation
ally or internationally. 

A.A. as an international fellowship 
has never had a single rule, although oc
casionally a local group may experiment 
with "regulations." The only true rule
maker in A.A. might be called John 
Barleycorn , Mr. Alcohol himself. For 
the members of this unique fellowship 

· have observed over the years that if they 
happen to get too far out of line in their 
thinking and acting about the business 
of staying sober, some one is apt to get 
drunk. Since every member is in the 
Fellowship for the express purpose of 
not being drunk, it is generally agreed 
that. it doesn't make much sense to defy 
the fund of common sense experience 
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that has been accumulated over the years. 

This experience, cu lled from observa
tion of A.A. operations in thousands of 
groups, has been reduced to twelve sim
ple statements. These statements are 
known in the society as The Twelve Tra
ditions and are regarded as helpful 
guides to the continuing survival of the 
loosely-knit A.A. group st ructure. 

The average A.A. member is likel y 
to be a bit more interested in these Tra
ditions than is usua ll y the case in some 
organizations with rigid constitutions and 
by laws. This heightened interest stems 
from the fact that the A.A. member, feel 
ing that he owes bis continuing sobriety 
to the existence of the movement, is de
termined that it shall , in fact. survive. 
He knows that if A.A. does not survive. 
his own survival is threatened . The risk 
may seem remote to the outsider. but 
most A.A.'s prefer not to take it. 

Briefly stated , the Twelve Traditions 
read as follows: 

12 

I. Our common welfare should come 
first; personal recovery depends on 
A.A. unity. 

2. For our group purpo~e, there is but 
one ultimate authority-a loving 
God as He may express Himself in 
our group conscience. Our leaders 
are but trusted servants; they do 
not govern. 

3. The only requirement for A.A. 
membership is a desire to stop 
drinking. 

4. Each group should be autonomous 
except in matters affecting other 
groups or A .A. as a whole. 

5. Each group has but one primary 
purpose-to carry its message to 
the alcoholic who still suffers. 

6. An A.A. group ought never to en 
dorse, finance or lend the A.A. 
name to any related faci lity or out
side enterprise lest problems of 
money, property and prestige divert 
us from our primary spiritual aim. 

7. Every A.A. group ought to be full y 
self-supporting, declining outside 
contributions. 

8. Alcoholics Anonymous should re
main forever non-professional , but 
our service centers may employ 
specia l workers. 

9. A .A., as such, ought never be or
ganized; but we may create service 
boards or committees directly re
sponsible to those they serve. 

I 0. Alcoholics Anonymous has no 
opinion on outside issues; hence 
the A.A. name ought never be 
drawn into public controversy. 

I I. Our public relations policy is based 
on attraction rather than promo
tion ; we need a lways maintain per
sonal anonymity at th e level of 
press, radio and films. 

12. Anonymity is the spiritual founda
tion of a ll our Traditions. ever re
minding us to place principles be
fore personalities. 

The important Twelfth Tradition on 
Anonymity simply means that, in print 
or on the air, a member's relation to the 
society is kept anonymous. Occasiona l 
"breaks" of anonymity have occurred in 
the past but they have been the excep
tion, not the rule. 

There are good reasons for "voluntary 
insistence" on anonymity, most members 
agree. They point out that man y prob
lem drinkers who need and want help 
might be discouraged from turning to 
A.A. if they have reason to believe their 
problem may be exposed publicly. Old
timers in the Fellowship a lso point out. 
significantly, that past experience indi
cates the "A.A. publicity seeker" more 
often than not does himself no good . 
Lapsing from humility, he frequently 
lapses from sobriety. 

While the Traditions, as outlined 
above, first appeared in movement litera
ture in 1946 and were accepted by the 
movement at its first International Con
vention in C leveland in 1950, they have 
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never been regarded as rigid disciplines or 
as dogma. They are subject to continu
ing scrutiny and interpretation, both lo
cally and at the annual meetings of A.A.'s 
representative General Service Confer
ence. The Conference provides an im
portant forum for the exchange of A.A. 
experience worldwide. It also symbol
izes the essential unity with which in
dividual members seek to make available 
to others their personal experience in 
coping with the problem of alcoholism. 

The mere existence of the Twelve Tra
ditions of course provides no assurance 
that they are always followed to the let
ter in every A.A. group. The Tradition 
of " local autonomy" is in itself a pret
ty fair guarantee that individual groups 
will always have plenty of leeway for 
experimentation. 

In practice, however, nearly all A.A. 
groups that face a ticklish dilemma or 
even a serious split in the membership, 
usually wind up by referring to the Tra
ditions for guidance. If the dissident 
minority still does not agree with the 
Traditions, it is perfectly free to pack 
up and start its own new group. Old
timers in A.A. are inclined to regarJ 
such recurring phenomena with tolerance. 
The only thing that really counts, they 
point out, is the continued sobriety of the 
individual members, and the continuing 
availability of A.A. to help the alco
holic who may one day turn to it for 
help . 

A typical A.A. group naturally re
quires a minimum amount of informal 
service organization. A small commit
tee may be agreed upon, by election or 
otherwise, to arrange for a meeting place. 
provide the coffee and snacks that are 
the hallmarks of an A.A. meeting, line 
up speakers for the meeting, take up the 
collection and handle other minor chores. 
But this committee in no sense "runs" 
the group and the usual practice is to ro
tate these officers at frequent intervals. 
The principal of rotation, while not pro
vided for specifically in the Traditions, is 
a vital part of the A.A. way of doing 
things, from the local level on up to the 
world service office. 

In a very meaningful way, The Twelvt: 
Traditions parallel the Twelve Suggest
ed Steps of the program of personal re
covery from alcoholism. Both the Tra
ditions and the Steps are keyed exclu 
sively to experience. Both allow ample 
room for individual interpretation. Both 
are intended basically as guides to the 
survival of alcoholics-personally and in 
the group structure of A.A. 

Time, naturally, is the only true test 
of any tradition. The thousands of men 
and women who have found a new way 
of life in A.A. groups that adhere to The 
Twelve Traditions seem confident that 
time will only enhance the value of their 
voluntarily-adopted principles for group 
survival. 

A speaker at the recent State AA convention in Raleigh stated that 
he thought the explorer Christopher Columbus might very well have 
been a likely candidate for membership in AA. He said that he was 
not actually charging Columbus with being a heavy drinker, but pre
sented this set of facts: "He left Spain and didn't know where he was 
going. When he got there he didn't know where he was. When he got 
back home, he didn't know where he had been. In addition, he had 
talked the Queen into hocking all her jewels so he could make the 
trip." 
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REHABILITATING THE ALCOHOLIC WORKER 
A Texas oil refinery worker came to 

work with a hangover one morning and 
turned the wrong valve. The oil wasted 
cost the company about $50,000. 

The highly competent supervisor of a 
large utility company's motor fleet be
gan disappearing on drinking binges. 
Cost to the company of resulting foul
ups: an estimated $4,000 per binge. 

A large Midwestern manufacturer was 
pleased at the pickup in business after 
hiring a new chief executive . Before 
long, however, business slacked off. In
vestigation showed that the new execu
tive had taken to heavy drinking, im
pairing his judgment and damaging the 
company's standing with customers. 

These men were alcoholics, whose ex
cessive use of alcohol to meet the or
dinary demands of ~ving caused them 

serious problems on the job as well as 
at home. Their cases illustrate why 
there is growing concern over alcoholism 
in industry. Alcoholism's direct cost to 
industry is estimated to be in excess of 
one billion dollars annually. 

Nearly all companies used to treat ex
cessive drinking among workers as a 
moral problem that was better left alone . 
£f an employee's drinking got out of 
hand , he was usually fired, not helped. 
But as companies have become aware of 
the high cost of alcoholism in their 
plants and offices, many have started 
tackling t h e rehabilitation problem 
head-on. 

Some have set up their own programs 
for detecting and rehabilitating alcoholic 
employees. They include Eastman Ko
dak, Western Electric, Allis-Chalmers, 
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(Condensed from Th e Wall Street Journal- Reprinted by Permission) 
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DuPont, Chicago's Commonwealth Edi
son and New York's Consolidated Edi
son. Other concerns are working close
ly with such community groups as Chi
cago's Portal House and the Houston 
Committee on Alcoholism. 

Industry's problem centers on an es
timated two million alcoholic workers 
out of a total U. S. alcoholic population 
of five million-up one million in th e 
past five years, according to the National 
Council on Alcoholism. Absenteeism of 
these workers because of alcoholism in 
1959 cost employers more than double 
the time lost through strikes in 1957. 

Costly Disease 
Alcoholism's impact on an individual 

company and its workers often is much 
greater than management may suspect. 
fn 1956, for example, the Norton Com
pany, a Worcester, Mass. , abrasives and 
grinding machine manufacturer, made a 
survey of 33 employees with known 
drinking problems. They were skilled 
workers with an average of 16 years ' 
service each. Eleven of the men were 
in an acute stage of alcoholism and on 
the verge of being discharged . They 
averaged 45 days of lost time per year, 
at an annual cost to each man of more 
than $700. The findings spurred Norton 
to help the workers in cooperation with 
Alcoholics Anonymous. 

The corporate cost of excessive age 
from a disturbed drinker. "Our biggest 
problem is the so-called half-man-the 
alcoholic worker whose effectiveness is 
off 50 percent or more from normal," 
says one company personnel chief. "His 
mistake may not be spectacular, but he 
doesn't get much done." 

Companies are sometimes shocked to 
learn that as many as three percent of 
their workers are alcoholics. That's be-

cause many management men still stereo
type an alcoholic as a skid-row bum . 
These workers may present a fairly nor
mal appearance. 

"Hidden" Drinkers 
Discovery of "hidden" drinkers is a 

major part of most company programs. 
Seldom will workers tip off the com
pany about a colleague's excessive drink
ing. And usually the inroads of alcohol
ism on a worker's efficiency are made at 
such a slow pace that supervisors may 
miss the signs. (Researchers say that 
most alcoholic workers have a history of 
IO to 15 years of increasingly heavy 
drinking before their illness interferes 
with their vocational life.) Supervisors at 
Consolidated Edison are trained to 
watch for clues; consistent tardiness or 
absenteeism on Mondays and frequent 
early departures on Fridays; unexplained 
disappearance from the job; recurrent ac
cidents; unexplained changes in an em
ployee's work habits or personality. 

Unions, too, have stepped up their ef
forts to help detect and rehabilitate 
workers with drinking problems. In 
Birmingham, Alabama, seven companies 
and 17 unions have joined their efforts 
to help alcoholic workers. 

Companies with alcoholism programs 
generally are enthusiastic about the re
sults. Du Pont claims its program has 
been "successful beyond our expecta
tions ." Some companies report the re
habilitated alcoholic often out-produces 
his fellow workers, perhaps out of a sense 
of gratitude for being helped . 

"We feel that we have salvaged some 
valuable employees by treating alcohol 
ism as a disease, and , as with any ill 
ness, paying wages during treatment," as
serts Volney B. Leister, personnel direc
tor of Chicago's Commonwealth Edison . 

The alcoholic worker in industry re9resents a considerable investment. 
Industry has found this worker can be salvaged, and that it is to 
their economic advantage to do so. 
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His company uncovers a bout 15 a lco
holics a year, refers them to its medical 
depa rtment, where trea tment is deter
mined on an individual basis. 

Allis-Chalmers, a few years ago, esti
mated that its alcoholism program. now 
11 years old, was saving the company 
some $80,000 yearly just in reduced ab
senteeism. Among workers treated there, 
the a bsentee rate has been cut from 8 
to 3 per cent and the firing rate has been 
slashed from 95 to 8 per cent. An Allis
Chalmers worker with a drinking prob 
lem may be referred to the company's 
full-time alcoholism counselor (an AA 
member) by a friend , his foreman , a court 
or the plant hospital. During the rehab
ilita tion program the employee is help
ed by members of the company's indus
trial relations department, which includes 
a psychologist, an attorney, we lfare 
workers and a "problem counselor. " 

In 1952 New York's Consolidated 
Edison spent $25,000 to help set up a 
consultation c linic for alcohol ism at 
New York Universi ty's Bellevue Medical 
Center- the first clinic devoted so lely to 
the a lcoholic in industry. Impressed by 
its value, 18 other concerns have refer
red alcoholic workers to this clinic. 

About 85 per cent of the problem 
drinkers discovered by Consolidated Edi
son supervisors are willing to go to the 
clinic. Others join AA or place them 
selves under care of their own physicians. 
Visits to the clinic cost the patient $2 
each and active treatment usual ly runs 
from six months to a year. Treatment 
consists mainly of individual psychiatric 
therapy, group psychotherapy in which 
about 12 patients may discuss their prob
lems, treatments with such drugs as dis
ulfiram (Antabuse), referral to AA in 
some instances, and hospitalization for 
acute cases. 

As Andrew B. Holmstrom , Vice Pres
ident at Norton says, "Our rehabilitation 
programs have decreased lost time a t 
work, improved morale, and , most im-
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portant of all, we know we have helped 
out many a home." 

-PHYSICIAN 

(Continued from page 6) 

the informers, and 'Would there were no 
women! ' because of adultery." 

In more recent times this same thought 
has been up-dated in the argument that 
we should prohibit the sa le of suga r be
cause our diabetic population would be 
harmed by its excessive use. 

By whatever means a lcoholism is fin 
a lly controlled, if ever, there are with 
us, as of today, over five million a lco
holics. Their medical problems are very 
real-they cannot be shrugged off nor 
side-stepped . 

1 Benne tt, A. E. : Diagnosis of l ntermediate 
stage of alcoholic brain disease. J.A.M .A. 
172 : 1143, 1960. 

Miller , M. M . : Treatment of chronic alco
holism by hypnotic aversio n . J.A.M.A. 171 : 
1492, 1959. 

:1 Roueche, 8 .; Alcohol , The New Yorker, Jan. 
23 , 1960. 

Repri nted from the Journal of the South Car
olina Medical Association 56: p. 397-400 (Oc
tober . 1960 ) . 

YOUR ATIITUDE CAN MAKE 
THE DIFFERENCE . . .. 

Attitudes make a great difference in 
the outcome of life. T he person who is 
trying always to escape from life's un 
usual demands will never find the outlet 
through them to the larger life beyond. 
Every crisis is an opportunity for dis
cover . No one weathers the storm of a 
turbulent emergency without realizing 
powers within himself he never knew he 
had; friends whose presence and devotion 
he had not recognized; resources which 
would never have been utilized if a des
perate hour had not called forth new ex
plorations in the reserves which life holds 
back for emergencies. 

-From "PATTERN FOR SUCCESS
FUL LIVING" by Fred P . Corson . 
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Here Are Some Tips • • • 

7, llelp A 11-ient/ 
'It/A, J, An Alc,A,lic • • • 

Reprint from INVENTORY 

(!) Study informational material about 
alcoholism. Learn as much about the 
nature of the il lness as you can . 

(2) Don't condemn or lecture your 
friend about his alcoholism. Make him 
feel that you are sympathetic toward 
him and truly want to help. 

(3) Remain as completely objective in 
your relationship with him as you can. 
You will be of greater help to him if you 
are not emotionally involved. You are 
a lso in a better position to teach and in
form him about bis illness and to out
line constructive plans of action. 

(4) Instigate discussions of drinking 
and alcoholism. In this way, you will be 
able to get across the information you 
have gained about alcohol and a lco
holism . 

(5) Don't pressure him when discus
sing alcohol and alcoholism . Tell him all 
you know about the illness and then be 
content to let him absorb and apply as 
much of the discussion as he wants. 
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(6) Learn about alcoholics who have 
achieved sobriety and then assure your 
friend that he also can become free of his 
compulsion. Compare his case to those 
of sober alcoholics and suggest examples 
for him to follow. 

(7) If possible, introduce him to a re
covered alcoholic who can help him 
achieve sobriety through personal rela
tionships and/ or A.A. However try not 
to make the introduction look contrived . 

(8) Try not to make him feel that you 
are interfering. This will cause him to 
resist your help. Be friendly in your 
approach . 

(9) Never be afraid to bring up the 
subject of a lcoholism . Discuss it in a 
friendly , not lecturing manner. 

(10) Never, unless there is no other 
way, cut off your friendship. He needs 
you now more than ever. If all other 
methods have failed. tell him that you're 
breaking off your relationship and yo u' ll 
be glad to resume it when he decides to 
do something about his drinking. Above 
all , let him know that you will always 
be his friend. 
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S. C. A. R. P. EDUCATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES 

LIFELINES-bi-monthly magazine which purposes to make available those edu• 
cational and news articles which will be of interest to all readers. 

FILMS-feeling that visual aids perform an invaluable service in the field of alco
holism, the best in films will be made available on a free rental basis. The 
following are avai lable now from your Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program, 
1420 Lady Street, Columbia. 

ALCOHOL AND THE HUMAN BODY-15 min ., 16mm., sound 

ALCOHOLISM-22 min ., 16mm., sound 

TO YOUR HEALTH- 15 min. , 16 mm. , sound (cartoon style) 

TEACHING TEENAGERS ABOUT ALCOHOL-16 mm sound. To 
be used in preparing teachers to instruct teenagers on the subject 
of alcohol and alcoholism. 

PAMPHLETS-there are many very fine educational pamphlets available to the 
public carrying almost every aspect of the problem of alcohol and alcoholism. 

SCARP STAFF SPEAKERS-members of the S. C. Alcoholic Rehabilitation 
Board and its staff are available for speeches before civic, religious and 
professional groups. 

LIBRARY - reference books by leading authorities in the field of alcoholism are 
available on a loan basis from your Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program, 1420 
Lady Street, Columbia. 

CONSULTANT SERVICE-available for Mayor's Committees and other groups 
from your Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program, 1420 Lady Street, Columbia. 
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